THE ORACLE SNATCH
Wisdom is precious in the Matrix, those who possess it are feared
and worshipped. The Oracle Snatch is the wisest prophet in the
Matrix, her knowledge is immense and her powers of foretelling
are greater than any other. Snatch does not speak, she
communicates through her son, a mutant who transmits the
Oracle's words - the two are telepathically linked and are
inseparable.
As Gen approached the grotto of the Oracle, she sensed a
transmission from the mutant son, "only the faithful may enter
here, wisdom is only available to those worthy of knowledge and
truth". Gen responded with a thought communication informing the
Oracle of her mission to locate BDM's weaknesses and to destroy
his reign of terror.
The Oracle made a quick scan of Gen's brain data to verify her
communication, and was soon allowed admission into the grotto.
"We welcome you Gen, your mission is favourable to us as we have
battled many times with BDM, but the old wisdom is no match for
BDM's wizardry. There is only one way to destroy BDM and that is
by sending the digi-cryst through the rupture in the Fractal
Mountains of Bliss. Many Matrix moons ago, the digi-cryst was
stolen by the Cortex Crones from its guardian. The digi-cryst is
BDM's weak point, the flaw at his core. The digi-cryst is a part of
BDM, but exists outside of his databanks, it is a circuit which
transmits knowledge and information from the Matrix, so that he
can maintain his omnipotent power".
The Oracle continued, "the digi-cryst was kept by Circuit Boy in
his shining penis; the Cortex Crones in their cleverness seduced
the Boy and in doing so unscrewed his penis and removed the digicryst. Circuit Boy is the protector of the digi-cryst and has
attempted many times to retrieve it from the Crones.
Gen your mission is to now do battle with Circuit Boy. You must
defeat the Boy, unscrew his penis then buttfuck him with his own
shining appendage. The penis will then transform into a mobile
phone, enabling you to call the Cortex Crones who will activate
the digi-cryst and send it through the rupture in the Fractal
Mountains of Bliss, thus freeing the Matrix from the evil clutches
of BDM."
Gen shuddered at the thought of having to buttfuck Circuit Boy
with his own deadly member, but knew that this was the only way
to destroy BDM. Gen thanked the Oracle Snatch, left the grotto and
began to prepare herself for battle.

